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6.01 Stampless cover from Göttingen in the 
Hannover district, dated January 1836 
to Liebenburg, no receiver. Partial wax 
seal on reverse broken when opened. 2-
page letter. 
Est € 15

$3.00 

6.02 Stampless cover from Stade in the 
Hannover district, undated to 
Öderquart, no receiver. Wax seal on 
reverse broken when opened. No 
contents. 
Est € 15

$3.00 

6.03 Stampless cover from Walsrode in the 
Hannover district, dated Sep. 26, to 
Hannover, received Sep. 27. No writing, 
front only. 
Est € 10

$2.00 



6.04 Deutsches Reich, small schield, Mi 3, 
1/3 Gr, unused with Sommer 2002 
certificate. Normal perfs, hinged with 
"light spot" does not appear as a thin. As 
such, an uncommon stamp. Mi € 1400 
but discounted.
Est € 700

$140.00 

6.05 Deutsches Reich, large shield, Mi 19, 1 
Gr, on cover from Dresden, with box 
cancel 20.10.73 to Sohönheide, 
unreadable receiver, roughly opened on 
reverse, upper right corner of stamp is 
nipped. Mi € 15.
Est € 10

$2.00 



6.06 Deutsches Reich, large shield, Mi 27a(?), 
9 Kr, used with clear first day cancel 
1.11.72 of Bingen, centered up to left 
just little, better than usual perfs. Cat. 
as cheapest color, Mi € 450 but no 
premium given for "erst tag".
Est € 600

$120.00 

6.07a 6.07a and 6.07b are offered as a single 
lot. Deutsches Reich, Mi 115, 2.50 M, 
57 stamps from a life-long collection of 
shades and cancels.  Likely contains all 
shades a-f (I can't tell).  Mix of used, with 
various cancel types, and mint, priced 
as least cat. value for used of € 3.
Est € 171

$35.00



6.07b 6.07a and 6.07b are offered as a single 
lot. See above.

See above



6.08 Deuschtes Reich ganzsachen Mi 129I/01 
used but uprated, from Nürnberg to 
Sweden. Bavaian stamps and 
ganzsachen with Deutsches Reich 
overprints. Fancy legible script!. Mi € 4 
(2018, double for ausland)
Est € 10

$2.00

6.09 Deutsches Reich multi-frank cover of 
Bavarian stamps with Deutsches Reich 
overprints from Pfarrkirchen to Frick, 
Switzerland. Censored on the grounds 
of the order of 15.11.18. Appears 
overfranked. No Mi evaluation.
Est. € 20

$4.00

6.10 Deutsches Reich 10pf Germania private 
ganzachen, no Mi # . Used 3.6.21 as a 
printed matter wrapper from Borna by 
Leipzig to Phildalphia, PA, USA. Folded. 
Very Unusual.
Est € 25

$5.00



6.11 WWI German occupation of Romania, 
Mi 2 on cover from Bucarest to 
Charlottenburg, nice clean censored 
cover. Mi € 12.
Est € 10

$2.00

6.12 Post-WWI Belgian occupation of the 
Rhinelend, 1922 military use back to 
Belgium. Nice color picture postcard of 
"Mauseturm b. Bingen u. Ruine 
Ehrenfels", corner creases. No Mi 
evaluation.
Est € 20

$4.00



6.13 WWI Geman occupation on Belguim, 
Mi 3 on nice clean censored cover from 
Anvers to the occupation government 
in Brüssel. Mi evaluation €4.
Est € 10

$2.00

6.14 WWI German feldpost cover with 
"Feldpost" label sent to reserve lazarett 
in Marburg by Lahn. No Mi evaluation.
Est € 10

$2.00



6.15 A selection of 12 early HAN pieces, 
mostly from the inflation period. All 
stamps NH, a couple hinged only in the 
margin. Mi evaluaton ?.
Est € 50

$10.00



6.16 Deutsches Reich, inflation, Mi VIII, 
unissued 800 Thousand M on 500 M, 
hinged. Mi € 40.

$8.00

6.17 Deutsches Reich, inflation, block of 12, 
NH/H, Mi 312A, 2 Million M on 5000 M. 
Stamps #5 NH and #8 H are the 20 bars 
variety. Mi evaluation € 16.50+.
Est € 20

$4.00



6.18 Deutsches Reich, Mi 314A with private 
overprints made during the separatist 
movement in the Rhineland in October, 
1923 for the so-called Rhenish Republic 
(RR).  4 values complete in what was 
originally a horizontal strip of 10. There 
are 2x10 Mil, 3x20 Mil, 3x30 Mil and 
2x50 Mil in each strip. Note the RR font 
is specific to each value. These were 
never used. Very unusual and hard to 
find. No Mi evaluation.
Est € 100

$20.00

6.19 Deutsches Reich, semi-official airmails, 
Mi 15/16 Zusammen, as close as 
possible to NH but with a very faint 
trace of a partial hinge. Mi € 120.

$24.00

6.20 Deutsches Reich, semi-official airmail, 
Mi 18a/19a Zusammen, not NH with 
small trace of hinge on 18a, otherwise 
good gum for these. Note 2 short perfs 
lower right. Mi evaluation € 70 for NH.
Est € 50

$10.00



6.21 Deutsches Reich, semi-official airmail, 
Mi 18b/19b Zusammen, with HR on 
19a, otherwise good gum for these. Mi 
evaluation € 110 for NH.
Est € 60

$12.00

6.22 Deutsches Reich, Mi 391, on color 
picture postcard from Helgoland, dated 
4.8.28, to Plainfield, New Jersey, 
written in English.  Picture shows a 
boatload of folks coming ashore. Text 
reads "Nordseebad Helgoland (Insel), 
vor der Landungsbrücke, u. d. Kurhaus 
u. Oberland mit Fahrboot". No Mi 
evaluation.
 Est € 20

$4.00



6.23 Deutsches Reich, Mi 512-528, NH, 
Hindenburg Medallion watermark 
Swastika set complete. Mi € 80.

$16.00

6.24 Deutsches Reich, Mi S145, 12pf 
Hindenburg Medallion, used on cover 
with the correct rate. Note Mi S145 
does not originate from from the 
booklet. Mi evaluation 
€ 30.

$6.00



6.25 4 Sudetenland liberation postcards 
with various special cancels of the time, 
no messages. No Mi evaluation.
Est € 32

$6.00

6.26a Deutsches Reich, Third Reich period 
hunting license. The correct license fee 
of 60.50 RM is paid by revenue stamps 
of Saalfels/Saale. See below for insides. 
Not shown is the other side of the 
insides showing the time periods during 
which hunting is allowed for various 
animals. Very interesting and seldom 
offered. No Mi evaluation.
Est € 75

$15.00



6.26b 6.26a and 6.26b are offered as a single 
lot.

See above

6.27 Deutsches Reich, Mi 686-688, NH, set of 
3 for the International Automobile 
Exhibition in Berlin. Mi € 110.

$22.00



6.28 Deutsches Reich, Mi 686-688, CTO, set 
of 3 for the International Automobile 
Exhibition in Berlin on admission 
tickets to the show. Mi € 17 as used.
Est € 20

$4.00



6.29 Deutsches Reich, Mi 686-688, CTO, set 
of 3 for the International Automobile 
Exhibition in Berlin on souvenir card for 
the show. Mi € 17 as used.
Est € 20

$4.00



6.30 WWII German occupation of 
Luxembourg, varoius Third Reich issues 
all with CTO cancels of Luxemburg. No 
Mi evaluation.
Est € 20

$4.00



6.31 Colorful WWII Anti-Axis cachet cover, 
but after Italian surrender, from 
Springfield, OH to Crystal Lake, IL, with 
3c Virgin Is. issue plate number single. 
Historical note on reverse. No Mi 
evaluation.
Est $8

$4.00

6.32 Interesting WWII Anti-Hitler cachet, 
with AH eating his book Mein Kampf, 
from Glasgow, KY to Louisville, KY, with 
3c Florida Centennial issue. Historical 
note on reverse. No Mi evaluaton.
Est $8

$4.00

6.33 Deutsches Reich, Third Reich period, Mi 
810II, Wolfgang Mozart issue with 
variety "dot over OZ of MOZART" at left 
in pair with normal, both NH. Mi 
evaluation € 71.

$15.00



6.34 Deutsches Reich, Third Reich period, Mi 
810III, Wolfgang Mozart issue with 
variety "dot over A of AMADEUS", NH. 
Mi evaluation € 70.

$14.00

6.35 Deutsches Reich, Third Reich period, 
Party Official Mi 159 in bottom margin 
block of four with HAN 20107.43. Mi 
evaluation €12

$3.00



6.36 WWII German occupation of Lithuania, 
50Kon Russian stamp of the general 
issue with inverted overprint (reading 
down instead of up), Mi 7K, NH, 
expertized Keiler. Mi evaluation € 200.

$40.00

6.37 WWII German occupation of Latvia, 
20Kon Russian stamp of the general 
issue on light gray carton paper, Mi 4x, 
NH, typical perfs for carton paper 
variety, expertized Keiler. Mi evaluation 
€ 150.

$30.00

6.38 WWII French Legion issue with plane 
over map of Eastern Europe and 
overprinted in French and German. Mi 
IVb NH, the dark-gray-green variety, as 
apposed to IVa, the black-opal-green 
variety, with ornamental top margin. 
Mi € 50+

$10.00



6.39 WWII 1943 propaganda forgery issue by 
the French underground group Combat, 
Mi 17 NH, depicting Charles De Gaulle 
instead of Marschal Pétain. The Gestapo 
found the print shop and printer who 
was executed. Mi evaluation € 85.

$17.00

6.40 Post-WWII private forgery to defraud 
collectors, purporting to be the OSS 
espoinage forgery of the Hitler Skull 
issue, in a NH block of 4. No Mi 
evaluation.
Est $8

$4.00



6.41 WWII German occuation of Bohemia & 
Moravia, a cutout from a Hitler Youth 
meter cover from the HJ headquarters 
in Prag. No Mi evaluation.
€ 10

$3.00

6.42 WWII German occupation of Guernsey, 
Channel Is. A bisect cover with Mi II 
(Great Britain Mi 218 diagonally cut in 
half) on a first day cover, 27.12.40, sent 
locally, expertized Rommerskirchen, 
Bohne. Because no stamps could come 
from GB, bisecting the 2d stamps was 
the solution when the supply of printed 
matter 1d rate stamps began to run low. 
Mi € 50.

$10.00

6.43 WWII German occupation of Estonia, 
Mi 4-9 LH. Because these are of such 
little value, stamp dealers rarely stock 
this set! Mi € 2
Est € 1

$1.00



6.44 Heees Nachrichtendienst labels in strips 
of 3, both major types, NH. Used to 
reseal feldpost covers that where 
opened in transit for a variety of 
reasons. No Mi evaluation.
Est € 30

$6.00

6.45 A very unusual early pro-Nazi NH 
propaganda stamp from Switzerland, 
with the same "wake up" phase used in 
the early days of the Nazi rise to power. 
No Mi evaluation. (I've only seen this 
item twice).
Est € 75

$15.00



6.46 WWII German occupation of Poland, 
Generalgovernement, with Mi 45, top 
right corner piece with hoheitsadler 
and printer's imprint. Ornamental and 
eagerly sought as such on a correctly 
franked cover. Mi evaluation € 10.
Est 15

$3.00

6.47 WWII German occupation of Poland, 
Generalgovernement, with Mi 101-103 
on card as an unusual CTO with special 
cancel of Krakau for AH birthday. The 
top margin pieces reproduce the 
hoheitsadler that appears in the top 
margin of each sheet of these stamps, 
pretty! No Mi evaluation.
Est € 10

$2.00



6.48 WWII German occupation of Poland, 
Generalgouvernement, all 7 1-point 
blue premium stamps in a vertical strip 
of 10. The top 3 stamps appear again as 
the bottom 3 stamps. These premium 
stamp were given in exchange for 
various goods and could then be 
exchanged for various other necessities 
in an effort to stimulate production. No 
Mi evaluation.
Est € 30

$6.00



6.49 WWII German occupation of Poland, 
Generalgouvernement, all 7 2-point red 
premium stamps in a vertical strip of 
10. The top 3 stamps appear again as the 
bottom 3 stamps. These premium 
stamp were given in exchange for 
various goods and could then be 
exchanged for various other necessities 
in an effort to stimulate production. No 
Mi evaluation.
Est € 30

$6.00



6.50 WWII German occupation of Ukraine, 
registered cover from Alexandria to 
Graz, backstamped, franked with 
Ukraine Mi 8, 14 to make the 42pf cover 
rate. Mi mixed frank evaluation € 9.50.
Est € 40

$8.00

6.51 WWII German occupation of Ukraine, 
registered airmail cover from Letischew 
to stamp dealer Kurt Dahmann in 
Berlin, backstamped, franked with 
Ukraine Mi 5, 10, 13 to make the 47pf 
registered airmail rate. Mi mixed frank 
evaluation € 8.10.
Est € 40

$8.00



6.52 WWII German occupation of Greece. 
Cover from Lesbos in the Dodecanese Is. 
to Athens censored in Mytilene with 
Landsmann SGP4.1 and SGK4.1 as Λ9. 
No Mi evaluation.
Est € 200

$40.00

6.53 WWII German occupation of Greece. 
High inflation semi-postal stamps used 
to raise money to rebuild the port of 
Piraeus bombed by the British. 
Complete set of 10 values on Express 
cover and a vertical strip of 4 landscapes 
issue on the reverse. Sent 12.6.44, 
arrived 13.6.44. No Mi evaluation.
Est €75

$15.00



6.54 Post War Soviet occupation zone, Mi 
193DDII, used. While this may look like 
a double overprint, because the higher 
overprint is much weaker than the 
lower one, this is actually the double 
overprint with an additional blind 
overprint, unusual as such. Mi € 140.

$28.00

6.55 Post War Soviet occupation zone, Mi 
185, 182 on business postcard from 
Magdeburg to Hamburg, long typed 
messge, minor lower right corver 
crease. Mi mixed frank evaluation € 
3.10.
Est € 10

$2.00

6.56 Post War American & British 
occupation zone, Mi 65IIK, Top Margin, 
45pf inverted carpet overprint, NH, 
expertized Schlegel. Mi € 24

$5.00



6.57 Post War American & British 
occupation zone, Mi 45IDK, double 
band overprint, one inverted, NH, 
double expertized Schlegel. Mi € 100.

$20.00

6.58 Post War American & British 
occupation zone, Mi 52IK, inverted 
band overprint, LH, expertized Schlegel. 
Mi € 15.

$4.00

6.59 Post War American & British 
occupation zone, Mi 38IDD, double 
band overprint, LH, double signed 
Schlegel. Mi € 9.

$3.00



6.60 Post War American & British 
occupation zone, Mi 44INKb, vertical 
pair, upper stamp, LH, inverted band 
overprint, lower stamp, NH, normal 
band overprint. Expertized correctly 
across both stamps by Schlegel. Mi € 80 
for both NH.
Est € 70

$15.00

6.61 Post War Soviet occupation zone. Hand 
overprint (HOP), district 37 Schwerin 
for Waren.  No Mi evaluation with note 
reading "forgeries known in significant 
quantities". However, this cover is sent 
to Brookfield, IL with US PO marking 
stating "Deficiency in address supplied 
by N.Y.P.O.", making it doubful this is a 
fake. Regardless, sold as is.
Est € 50

$10.00



6.62 Post War French occupation zone, 
Baden, Mi Block IAI, variety is small red 
blip left of statue base on the bottom 
left stamp. Small HR in top margin, VLH 
top 2 stamps. Mi € 300 for NH.
Est € 150

$30.00



6.63 Post War French occupation Zone, 
Baden, Mi Block IBV, LH, variety is small 
red dot by "E" on the bottom left stamp. 
Mi € 300 for NH.
Est € 150

$30.00

6.64 Post War French occupation Zone, 
Rheinland-Pfalz, Mi 4IV, broken upper 
border (Pos. 8) in pair with normal, NH, 
but HR in right margin. Mi evaluation € 
12.10.
Est € 15 as position is proven

$3.00



6.65 Saarland maxi-card canceled 
Saarbrucken with Mi 353, the Madonna 
by Albrecht Dürer. Toning upper left. No 
Mi evaluation but € 7 for stamp.
Est €  15

$3.00



6.66a 6.66a and 6.66b are sold as a single lot. 
Post War Soviet occupation zone, 
Falkensee, Mi 1, 6 used on registered 
postcard, no backstamp. Evaluated as 
used CTO, Mi € 40. 

Start bid is for both 6.66a and 6.66b. 

Note the full set of Falkensee stamps are 
contained in this lot.

$24.00

6.66b 6.66a and 6.66b are sold as a single lot. 
Post War Soviet occupation zone, 
Falkensee, Mi 2-5 used on registered 
cover, no backstamp. Evaluated as used 
CTO, Mi € 80.

See above



6.67a 6.67a, 6.67b and 6.67c are sold as a 
single lot. Finsterwalde, complete set 
with spar-gummi. Because of such little 
value, dealers don't typically carry this. 
Mi evaluation 
€ 2. 

Start bid is for 6.67a, 6.67b and 6.67c.

$32.00

6.67b 6.67a, 6.67b and 6.67c are sold as a 
single lot. Finsterwalde, Mi Block 1, 
Small shield, NH. Mi € 80.

See above



6.67c 6.67a, 6.67b and 6.67c are sold as a 
single lot. Finsterwalde, Mi Block 2, 
Large shield, NH, Mi € 80.

See above



6.68 Post War Allied occupation local issue 
Storkov (Mark), Mi Block 1A on 
registered cover from Storkov to Calbe, 
backstamped, mixed frank with Mi 920, 
933. Yellow tone is more pronounced in 
the scan. Mi evaluation as mixed frank € 
160.80.
Est € 150

$30.00

6.69 Post War historical cover, addressed to 
Lord Richter of the Nürnberg Process. 
He was the chief prosecutor at the 
Nürnberg Trials which eventually took 
place in Heidelberg. No Mi evaluation 
except for Mi 920x2 used which is 
irrelevant.
Est $100

$20.00



6.70 German Democratic Republic, Mi 
Ganzsachen P68a with private 
overprinting, front and back, sent from 
the Philatelic Library of H.H. Englehardt 
in Leipzig to Denver, CO. Cancel has 
Lufthansa logo. No Mi evaluation.
Est € 30

$6.00

6.71 German Democratic Republic, Mi 
425x5, 362x5 (4 on reverse) on  Poste 
Restante registered airmail cover from 
Quedlinburg, 31.3.54, to Helsinki via 
Paris, held for the first flight from Paris 
to Stockholm. Note return from 
Helsinki to the same sender Hans Stock. 
Backstamped Helsinki 3.4.54 and 
Quedlinburg 11.4.54. No Mi evaluation.  
Interesting usage apparently by an 
airmail collector. Colorful!
Est € 40

$8.00



6.72 Berlin, Mi 68-70 used, cancels 
expertized by Schlegel with GPS 
certificate. Mi € 600.

$100.00

6.73 Federal Republic of Germany mixed 
frank cover with building series 80pf (Mi 
94) and definitives 5pf, 20pf (Mi 125, 
130), with obligatory "blue flee" tax 
stamp, sent from the court in Hannover 
to the city inspector in Bad Grund. No 
Mi evaluation.
Est € 30

$6.00

6.74 Donation, Federal Republic of Germany, 
complete booklet, Mi 18a. Mi € 13.

$2.00



6.75 Donation, Federal Republic of Germany, 
complete booklet, Mi 19a. Mi € 16. 

$2.00

6.76 Donation, Federal Republic of Germany, 
complete booklet, Mi 15, Mi € 12.

$2.00

6.77 Donation, Federal Republic of Germany, 
complete booklet, Mi 16d. Mi € 4.50.

$2.00



6.78 Donation, 2 Cinderella sheets NH with 
private reprints for the 30-year 
anniversary of the Federal Republic 
numeral series. No Mi evaluation.
Est $3

$2.00



6.79a 6.79a and 6.79b are part of the same 
lot.
Donation, Album with 41 so-called 
Jubiläumsbriefs from 2001-2019, a 
publication of Deutsche Post. Each 
franked with stamps with a special 
cancel. Each contains a large picture 
postcard and interesting data about 
each stamp, Heavy.
Est $20

$10.00



6.79b 6.79a and 6.79b are part of the same 
lot.

See above



6.80a 6.80a and 6.80b are part of the same 
lot.
A photocopy of the "Collegium 
Philatelicum" catalog detailing plate 
positions of each stamp in the Adler 
Ausgabe (Eagle issue) of 1889. 99 
photocopies, mostly each of 2 pages 
from the original catalog. See 6.80b for 
an example of part of the 25pf listing. 
This is the Holy Grail for any fly-specker 
of this issue.
Est $50

$10.00



6.80b 6.801 and 6.80b are part of the same 
lot.

See above



6.81 An archive of German colony 
Kiautschou documentation put 
together over many years. Difficult to 
reproduce today. No Mi evaluation.
Est $10

$2.00



6.82 The Postal Stationary of the German 
Colonies and Post Offices Abroad by 
John Kevin Doyle. Issued as a 
supplement to The Vorläufer, 58 pages 
double sided. Very interesting data hard 
to come by today. No Mi evaluation.
Est $10

$2.00

6.83 Green hard bound 548 page reference 
manual for the old German state of 
Saxony, published in 1973.  
Indispensable for the serious Saxony 
specialist. Wow! Everything anyone 
would ever want to know about this old 
German state, long out of print. No Mi 
evaluation.
Est $100

$20.00



6.84 Erler-Norton Catalog of Adhesive 
Revenues of Germany II for German 
Colonies and Overseas Steamship Lines, 
31 pages, published in 1993. Hard to 
find and long out of print. Like new. No 
Mi evaluation.
Est $30

$6.00



6.85 Germania-Farbbuch by Paul-Peter 
Jäschke, the well-know color guide for 
the Germania issue. Also contains an 
additional color guide called "Wonder 
Color Gauge" distributed by Harco. 
Great for the Germania specialist. No Mi 
evaluation.
Est $50

$10.00



6.86 The Sieger Rocket Post catalog, 244 
pages, 3rd issue, published in 1971. Still 
the go-to guide for this kind of material. 
Long out of print and hard to find. Like 
new. No Mi evaluation.
Est $40

$8.00



6.87 The Martin Erler catalog of The Stamps 
of the NSDAP and its Sub-Organisations.  
As the first catalog of its kind, it 
scratched the surface of this collecting 
area but still contains images of very 
rare TR collateral material, not seen on 
the market in decades. Like knew. No Mi 
evaluation.
Est $50

$10.00



6.88 The Danziger Hauskalender 1990. Not 
much of an actual calendar but a very 
interesting refeference text with many 
historical pictures of Danzig. No Mi 
evaluation.
Est $10

$2.00


